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Book Bites
Egypt-O-Mania by Bob Brier

The world has always been fascinated with ancient Egypt. When the Romans conquered
Egypt, it was really Egypt that conquered the
Romans. Cleopatra captivated both Caesar and
Marc Antony and soon Roman ladies were worshipping Isis and wearing vials of Nile water
around their necks. What is it about ancient
Egypt that breeds such obsession and imitation? Egyptomania explores the burning fascination with all things Egyptian and the events
that fanned the flames—from ancient times, to
Napoleon’s Egyptian campaign, to the Discovery of Tutankhamen’s tomb by Howard Carter in
the 1920s. For forty years, Bob Brier, one of the
world’s foremost Egyptologists, has been
amassing one of the largest collections of Egyptian memorabilia and seeking to understand the
pull of ancient Egypt on our world today. In this
original and groundbreaking book, with twentyfour pages of color photos from the author's
collection, he explores our three-thousand-yearold fixation with recovering Egyptian culture and
its meaning. He traces our enthrallment with the
mummies that seem to have cheated death and
the pyramids that seem as if they will last forever. Drawing on his personal collection from Napoleon's twenty-volume Egypt encyclopedia to
Howard Carter’s letters written from the Valley
of the Kings as he was excavating this is an
inventive and mesmerizing tour of how an ancient civilization endures in ours today.

The Making of Mammy Pleasant

by Lynn M. Hudson
In The Making of "Mammy Pleasant," Lynn M.
Hudson examines the folklore of Mary Ellen
Pleasant's real and imagined powers. Addressing the lack of a historical record of black women's lives, Hudson argues that the silences and
mysteries of Pleasant's past, whether never
recorded or intentionally omitted, reveal as
much about her life as what has been documented. The Making of "Mammy Pleasant" integrates fact and speculation culled from periodicals, court cases, diaries, letters, Pleasant's
interviews with the San Francisco press, and
various biographical and fictional accounts.
Through Pleasant's remarkable life, Hudson
also interrogates the constructions of race, gender, and sexuality during the formative years of
California's economy and challenges popular
mythology about the sexual culture of the American West

Not All Tarts Are Apple

by Pip Granger
In 1953, the dark alleyways of Soho, London,
teem with crooks, fortunetellers, cardsharks,
and ladies of the night. But even the toughest
racketeer has a soft spot for Rosie, the adopted
daughter of the whole neighborhood and resident ray of sunshine in the local café. A doorstop orphan, her world is filled with a menagerie
of neighbors come to nosh and gossip. But as
her Uncle Bert and pillowy-plump Aunt Maggie
work to make Rosie's adoption legal, she learns
that the woman she has always known as "The
Perfumed Lady" is not only a professional tart,
she's also a gin addict and Rosie's mum. As the
real story unfolds and Rosie becomes the target
of a plot, the neighborhood's response will delight readers.

Jane Gardam
Old Filth Sir Edward Feathers has pro-

gressed from struggling young barrister to
wealthy expatriate lawyer to distinguished
retired judge, living out his last days in
comfortable seclusion in Dorset. The engrossing and moving account of his life,
from birth in colonial Malaya, to Wales,
where he is sent as a "Raj orphan," to Oxford, his career and marriage, parallels
much of the 20th century's torrid and twisted history.

The Man in the Wooden Hat

The Man in the Wooden Hat is the history
of his marriage told from the perspective of
his wife, Betty, a character as vivid and
enchanting as Filth himself. They met in
Hong Kong after the war. Betty had spent
the duration in a Japanese internment
camp. Filth was already a successful barrister, handsome, fast becoming rich, in
need of a wife but unaccustomed to romance. A perfect English couple of the late
1940s. As a portrait of a marriage, with all
the bittersweet secrets and surprising fulfillment of the 50-year union of two remarkable people, the novel is a triumph. The Man
in the Wooden Hat is fiction of a very high
order from a great novelist working at the
pinnacle of her considerable power. It will
be read and loved and recommended by all
the many thousands of readers who found
its predecessor, Old Filth, so compelling
and so thoroughly satisfying.

Last Friends

Third book in the Old Filth trilogy (Old Filth,
The Man in the Wooden Hat, Last Friends).
The marriage of Edward Feathers and Betty as seen through the eyes of Edward’s
friend and Betty's lover Terry Veneering.

Janet Evanovich

Notorious Nineteen Her job title Fugi-

tive Apprehension Agent might sound a bit
fancy-schmancy, but make no mistake, this
Trenton bad guy go-getter is one regular gal:
"My name is Stephanie Plum...I have shouldlength curly brown hair, blue eyes currently enhanced
by a swipe of black mascara, decent teeth, a cute nose
in the middle of my face, and I can almost always button the top snap on my jeans." And, oh yes, she's actually usually better at roping in the culprits than at solving her own personal problems.

Top Secret Twenty One

Stephanie Plum is back in an all-new adventure from #1 bestselling author Janet Evanovich. This time Stephanie’s in deep. To get
to the bottom of the mess, she’s going to
have to keep things Top Secret.

Blue Heaven by C.J. Box

A twelve-year-old girl and her younger brother go on the run in the woods of North Idaho,
pursued by four men they have just watched
commit murder---four men who know exactly
who William and Annie are, and who know exactly
where their desperate mother is waiting for news of her
children’s fate. Retired cops from Los Angeles, the
killers easily persuade the inexperienced sheriff to let
them lead the search for the missing children.
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Private by James Patterson

Former Marine helicopter pilot Jack Morgan
runs Private, a renowned investigation company with branches around the globe. It is
where you go when you need maximum
force and maximum discretion. The secrets
of the most influential men and women on
the planet come to Jack daily and his staff
of investigators uses the world's most advanced forensic tools to make and break
their cases. Jack is already deep into the
investigation of a multi-million dollar NFL
gambling scandal and the unsolved slayings
of 18 schoolgirls when he learns of a horrific
murder close to home: his best friend's wife,
Jack's former lover, has been killed. It nearly pushes him over the edge. Instead, Jack
pushes back and devotes all of Private's
resources to tracking down her killer. But
Jack doesn't have to play by the rules. As
he closes in on the killer and chooses between revenge and justice, Morgan has to
navigate a workplace love affair that threatens to blow the roof off his plans.

The Chimney Sweeper’s Boy by

Barbara Vine
Bestselling and critically acclaimed novelist
Gerald Candless dies suddenly, and leaves
behind a wife and two doting daughters. To
sort through her grief, his daughter Sarah
puts aside her university studies and agrees
to write a biography of her famous father.
But as she begins her research and pulls
back the veil of his past, her life is slowly
torn apart: a terrible logic begins to unfold
that explains her mother's remoteness, her
father's need to continually reinvent himself,
and sheds shocking light on a long-forgotten
London murder.

Just Take My Heart by Mary Higgins Clark

After famous actress Natalie Raines is found in
her home, dying from a gunshot wound, police
immediately suspect her theatrical agent and
jealous soon-to-be-ex-husband, Gregg Aldrich.
But no charges are brought against him until two
years later, when a career criminal suddenly
claims Aldrich had tried to hire him to kill her. The case is
a plum assignment for attractive thirty-two-year-old assistant prosecutor Emily Wallace. She spends long hours
preparing for the trial, and unaware of a seemingly wellmeaning neighbor’s violent past, gives him a key to her
home to care for her dog. The high-profile trial makes
headlines, threatening to reveal personal matters about
Emily, such as the fact that she had a heart transplant—
especially when she experiences eerie sentiments that
defy all reason and continue even after the jury decides
Gregg Aldrich’s fate. But little does she know, now her
own life is at risk.

The Blue Bedroom by Rosamunde Pilcher

With her evocative bestsellers The Shell Seekers
and Coming Home, Rosamunde Pilcher opened
your heart to the extraordinary powers of love,
heartbreak, and joy. Now, in The Blue Bedroom
and Other Stories, she invites you to share the full
spectrum of life's moods and emotions through her very
first collection of short stories.

Sous Chef by Michael Gibney

Told in second-person narrative, Sous Chef is an
immersive, adrenaline-fueled run that offers a fly
-on-the-wall perspective on the food service industry, allowing readers to briefly inhabit the hidden world behind the kitchen doors, in real time. This exhilarating account provides regular diners and food enthusiasts alike a detailed insider’s perspective, while offering
fledgling professional cooks an honest picture of what the
future holds, ultimately giving voice to the hard work and
dedication around which chefs have built their careers.
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Come and share or just listen.
Enjoy treats supplied by the Friends of the Whittier Library!

Lost in Shangri-La
by Mitchell Zuckoff

On May 13, 1945, twenty-four American servicemen and WACs boarded a transport
plane for a sightseeing trip over “Shangri-La,”
a beautiful and mysterious valley deep within
the jungle-covered mountains of Dutch New
Guinea. Unlike the peaceful Tibetan monks of
James Hilton’s bestselling novel Lost Horizon,
this Shangri-La was home to spear-carrying
tribesmen, warriors rumored to be cannibals.
But the pleasure tour became an unforgettable battle for survival when the plane crashed.
Miraculously, three passengers pulled
through. Emotionally devastated, badly injured, and vulnerable to the hidden dangers of
the jungle, the trio faced certain death unless
they left the crash site. Mitchell Zuckoff reveals how the determined trio dehydrated,
sick, and in pain traversed the dense jungle to
find help; how a brave band of paratroopers
risked their own lives to save the survivors;
and how a cowboy colonel attempted a previously untested rescue mission to get them
out.

Boys in the Boat by Daniel James

Brown The story of the University of Washington’s 1936 eight-oar crew and their epic
quest for an Olympic gold medal, a team that
transformed the sport and grabbed the attention of millions of Americans. The sons of loggers, shipyard workers, and farmers, the boys
defeated elite rivals first from eastern and
British universities and finally the German
crew rowing for Adolf Hitler in the Olympic
games in Berlin, 1936. The emotional heart of
the story lies with one rower, Joe Rantz, a
teenager without family or prospects. The
crew is assembled by an enigmatic coach
and mentored by a visionary, eccentric British
boat builder, but it is their trust in each other
that makes them a victorious team.

SF-Kraken Project by Douglas Preston

NASA plans to send a probe to an ocean on Titan, Saturn’s largest moon. Since the distance
precludes instant communication, the Kraken Project employs artificial intelligence code named
Dorothy to cope with unforeseen occurrences. Dr.
Melissa Shepherd, wild child–turned–NASA computer nerd,
codes Dorothy into AI. During testing, the probe (and Dorothy) are immersed in a liquid methane tank. Dorothy autonomously responds to a perceived threat and causes a fatal
accident.

Murderess Ink, The Better Half of
the Mystery by Dilys Winn

One Readers Comment: Murderess Ink is dedicated to women in mystery: both writers, beloved characters and types such as the nosey
neighbor lady, the beautiful orphan and of
course, the little old lady. It was great fun when I bought it in
the 80s but it hasn't aged well. The whole thing has a heavy
handed feminist air and since this is a collection of essays
and opinions it's not entirely accurate. For example, the
descriptions of the women of the James Bond novels is
completely wrong. I still pick my copy up every now and
again and it is a good introduction to a number of books and
authors even the most devoted mystery fan has probably
never heard of.

Notes...

